The Northwest Rural Innovation and Student Engagement (NW RISE) Network brings together teachers and leaders from the region’s most isolated and remote communities. These educators do courageous and important work. However, they may struggle to access professional communities that understand the unique opportunities and challenges of teaching in rural schools. This is particularly true for educators who are the only teacher in their grade or school.

NW RISE addresses this challenge by convening rural teachers, principals, and superintendents who share common problems of practice and a desire to improve outcomes for students. Staff members from participating school districts and state education agencies can join the NW RISE Network, which is supported by the Region 17 Comprehensive Center and state and local education agencies in the Northwest. Participants meet face to face twice a year in job-alike groups and collaborate virtually throughout the year.

No one knows rural schools like rural educators and leaders—that’s why NW RISE emphasizes mutual aid. Professionals share their expertise with peers in similar contexts to develop useful solutions. A network of schools helping schools—especially isolated ones—can raise achievement and increase student engagement by sharing relevant, practical advice that actually works for rural communities.
KEY NETWORK FEATURES

- Professional network of local and regional peers who collaborate to identify shared challenges and promising practices
- Regular meetings conducted in person (twice a year) and virtually
- Supportive community that builds leadership, skills, and agency; fosters cultural identities; and increases capacity to engage students
- Grassroots network design, governance, and leadership
- Learning management system to facilitate virtual collaboration and build a library of useful resources

IN THE NW RISE NETWORK, YOU WILL:

- Collaborate with leading innovators in education
- Focus on issues and solutions that are relevant to your local context
- Develop and share evidence-based strategies to improve student achievement
- Build valuable, stimulating relationships with colleagues across schools, districts, and states
- Access information, ideas, and relevant research on college- and career-ready best practices
- Receive encouragement and support from educators in similar settings

For more information, contact Rosie Santana
rosie.santana@educationnorthwest.org

Disclaimer: The contents of this document were developed by the Region 17 Comprehensive Center under a grant from the US Department of Education. However, the contents do not necessarily represent the policy of the US Department of Education, and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal government.